To: Superintendent Hinojosa and Dallas ISD School Board Trustees
From: Strong Schools Strong Dallas coalition members
Date: Wednesday, July 26, 2017
Re: Dallas ISD Tax Ratification Election
Thank you for fighting for our kids and for the countless hours you dedicate to positively impact
their futures. Your efforts are making a difference and moving the district in the right direction. It is
no small feat that, per Education Resource Group, Dallas ISD has moved from the 24th percentile in
academic performance (achievement adjusted for poverty) in 2007 to the 82nd percentile today
among the state’s top 200 school districts.
We also applaud you for recognizing that much work remains to be done, especially to confront
persistent and serious racial and socioeconomic disparities in achievement across the district.
Investments in early childhood education and in programs like ACE and collegiate academies are
improving the academic trajectory of young people’s lives. Furthermore, adopting explicit goals
around closing achievement gaps and initiating a third-party equity assessment represent
important steps, and we are eager to work with the district to deepen this commitment to equity
through continued learning, policy change, and investments that support students who are
struggling the most.
You have accomplished all this while making difficult budget decisions, year after year, due to the
Texas Legislature’s continued failure to prioritize the funding of public education. Whether it means
eliminating librarian positions, increasing class sizes, or cutting college readiness positions, we
recognize that these tough decisions are ones you do not want to make but are forced to make
because the State of Texas isn’t keeping up its end of the bargain.
Several significant studies have come out in recent years making the connection between increased
funding and improved student performance. As the New York Times reported, “… states that send
additional money to their lowest-income school districts see more academic improvement in those
districts than states that don’t. The size of the effect was significant. The changes bought at least
twice as much achievement per dollar.”
We know that Dallas ISD has 30 percent less money per student than the national average, yet some
seem surprised when our students, 90 percent of whom are economically disadvantaged, aren’t
performing at the academic level we expect.
We must continue to advocate on behalf of our students in Austin, and we will. Without a
dramatically larger investment in public education, our city and our state will not be able to keep up
with the demand for a college-educated workforce. But, if we take seriously our responsibility to
provide every student in Dallas ISD with an excellent education, and if we view education as a
critically important tool to break the cycle of poverty in our city, then we must do everything in our
power to invest in our students as if their lives depend on it. Because their lives do depend on how
we act, as does the future of our city.
Over the last seven months, the Strong Schools Strong Dallas coalition has invested significant time
and energy listening to parents, teachers, students, residents and voters across the city to
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understand their priorities and hopes for Dallas ISD. From this work, we know your constituents
understand that Dallas ISD needs additional funding to provide an excellent education to every
student; they know this from their own daily experience and from the data. They want better for
the children of Dallas, and they are ready and willing to contribute a small increase in their
property taxes to make a difference. We respectfully ask that you support our call for a 13-cent Tax
Ratification Election and allow the supporters of a strong public education system, your
constituents, to cast this decisive vote.
Your partners in fighting for the students of Dallas,
Members of Strong Schools Strong Dallas
James Armstrong III, West Dallas One

Patricia Arvanitis, Leadership ISD

Stefan Berthelsen, Teach Plus Texas

Michelle Bobadilla, University Crossroads

Rev. Horace Bradshaw, South Oak Cliff
Alumni “Bear Cave”

Allison Brim, Texas Organizing Project

Rev. Gerald Britt, CitySquare

Charlotte Carlisle, Children At Risk

Sagar Desai, Commit!

Melissa Higginbotham, Dallas Kids First

Rena Honea, Alliance AFT

Arnulfo Garza, Faith In Texas

Kiyundra Gulley, Oak Cliff Chamber of Commerce

John Hill, CAMP Fellows

Aubrey Hooper, Dallas NAACP

Pastor Maxie Johnson, South Oak Cliff
Parents Coalition

Norma Nelson, Readers 2 Leaders

Damarcus Offord, Individual

Marcia Page, Education Is Freedom

Mollie Sanders, Rebirth of Red Bird

Ray de los Santos, North Texas LULAC
District 3

Susan Schuerger, Woodrow Wilson High
School Community Foundation

Debbie Sherrington, Hillcrest High School
Community Foundation

Dolores Sosa-Green, Trinity River Mission

Taylor Toynes, For Oak Cliff

Ed Turner, Our Community Our Schools

Sara Urquidez, Academic Success Program

Rachelle Warren, Individual

Brandi Watts, Stand for Children

Abby Williams, United to Learn
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Đǿ țǻxpǻỳěřș ẅǻňț țǿ įňčřěǻșě ĐİȘĐ'ș bųđģěț? Țřųșțěěș
ňěěđ țǿ ŀěț țħěm đěčįđě
Dallas Morning News Editorial
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One of the biggest unanswered questions in Dallas is whether taxpayers are willing to pay more to
improve the quality of the Dallas school system.
On Saturday, trustees have a golden opportunity to ﬁnd out. They'll decide whether to let residents
vote on a 6-cent tax hike, which would raise $70 million a year that school leaders sorely need to help
boost achievement.
We support this tax ratiﬁcation election, or TRE, and hope it passes. Strong public schools are
essential to improving the health of this entire city. The money would go to items including reading
programs, teacher training and more specialty schools throughout the district.

Ě Đ Ų Č ǺȚ İ Ǿ Ň

Đǿ Đǻŀŀǻș șčħǿǿŀș ňěěđ mǿřě mǿňěỳ ǿř ǻřě țǻxěș
ẅǻșțěđ? Țřųșțěěș ẅįŀŀ đěčįđě ǻș țħěỳ řěčǿňșįđěř țǻx ħįķě

And with the state Legislature's chronic underfunding of public schools, it's clear that if this district is
going to maintain its successful programs and offer new approaches, it will have to fend for itself.
Trustees have been here before. Last year, a 13-cent tax increase election never made it to the ballot,
falling one vote shy of the required super-majority (six of nine trustees). Trustees Lew Blackburn,
Joyce Foreman, Bernadette Nutall and Audrey Pinkerton opposed raising taxes and wanted the
administration to scrub its budget for savings instead.

ĚĐİȚǾŘİǺĿȘ

Țřųșțěěș' fǻįŀųřě țǿ čǻŀŀ țǻx-ħįķě ěŀěčțįǿň ħųřțș přǿģřǻmș
țħǻț ẅǿřķ

That's just what Superintendent Michael Hinojosa did. He found $60 million in cuts so that DISD
could continue signature programs, such as expanded pre-K and the early-college high schools, that
are proving successful.
But there's only so much cutting that can be done; last year's cuts even included librarians.
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Superintendent Michael Hinojosa supports the 6-cent TRE. (Tailyr Irvine/Staff Photographer)

We recognize the real burden that tax hikes bring to property owners. Appraisals are already going up,
causing them to dig deeper to pay bills even without an increase in the tax rate. If the TRE passed,
taxes would go up $111 a year for the owner of $184,574 home, the district's average. Less, obviously,
for lower home values.
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But even with that increase, DISD's combined tax rate of $1.34 per $100 valuation would be one of the
lowest in the area, despite the expensive challenges of educating a student population that's 89
percent poor.
Saturday's vote doesn't even raise taxes; it simply allows voters to make that call. And there are signs
that residents would support a bigger investment. A survey of more than 2,000 residents by the proTRE coalition Strong Schools Strong Dallas revealed that 60 percent would be willing to contribute
more on their property taxes to support district initiatives. And that group was pushing a 13-cent
hike, not the 6-cent increase currently on the table.
We agree with trustees that it's not enough to just provide more money; it's imperative that these
initiatives are tied to outcomes. DISD has improved on this score, and we'll be watching for public
accountability measures.
Still, it's time for residents to decide what kind of school district they want. They deserve a chance to
vote on how much they're willing to invest.

ĐİȘĐ'ș ŀǿẅ țǻx řǻțě
Grand Prairie $1.59
Lancaster $1.54
Duncanville $1.52
Cedar Hill $1.51
Coppell $1.49
DeSoto $1.46
Garland $1.46
Mesquite $1.46
Irving $1.44
Sunnyvale $1.42
Grapevine-Colleyville $1.39
Carrollton-Farmers Branch $1.39
Richardson $1.39
DISD (if tax hike passes) $1.34
DISD (currently) $1.28
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Highland Park $1.15
SOURCE: DISD/Dallas County Appraisal District

VİĚẄ ČǾMMĚŇȚȘ

ĚĐİȚǾŘİǺĿȘ
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ĐǺĿĿǺȘ İȘĐ

Ě Đ Ų Č ǺȚ İ Ǿ Ň

ĿǾČǺĿ PǾĿİȚİČȘ

Ģěț țħě mǿșț įmpǿřțǻňț șțǿřįěș řįģħț įň șțřěǻm
Đǿň'ț mįșș ǿųț ǿň țħě čǿňvěřșǻțįǿň. Șțǻỳ čǿňňěčțěđ ẅįțħ Đǻŀŀǻș Ňěẅș ǿň Fǻčěbǿǿķ.

Đǻŀŀǻș Ňěẅș
@đǻŀŀǻșmǿřňįňģňěẅș
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